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TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR CONSULTANTS 
 
I. BACKGROUND 

 

1. The Government of Uzbekistan (the government) has requested policy-based loans 
totaling $200 million from the Asian Development Bank (ADB)’s concessional ordinary capital 
resources to support supply measures, demand measures (including insurance and pension fund 
reforms to catalyze institutional investor demand), as well as market infrastructure measures to 
deepen the country’s financial markets. 
 
II. SCOPE OF SERVICES 

 
2. The technical assistance will support the government in implementing key second 
subprogram policy actions, specifically demand measures for developing the insurance and 
pension fund sectors as well as preparing the market infrastructure. The alignment of the 
pension and insurance regulations with those of banking and securities will be ensured to 
promote capital market development. This will require consultation and coordination with the 
sector regulators.   
 
3.  The consulting firm will be responsible for supporting the following undertakings: 
 

(i) developing a coherent policy on a universal pension;  
 

(ii) enacting legislative reforms related to off-balance sheet pension fund and other 
government provided pensions;  
 

(iii) determining modalities of implementing employer sponsored pension plans for the 
government, its agencies and SOEs;  
 

(iv) developing investment rules for defined contribution pension schemes;  
 

(v) developing a coherent policy on the insurance industry that addresses current 
impediments and is in line with international standards;  
 

(vi) drafting of regulations and rules for the insurance industry; and  
 

(vii) facilitation in the enhancement of market infrastructure to cater to new linkages, 
sectors and products. 
 

III. OUTPUT AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 
 

4. The consulting team will submit to ADB and the government (i) an inception report within 
two weeks of mobilization, (ii) interim progress reports to be submitted within the first month 
after the end of each reporting period, (iii) a draft final report one month before the end of the 
engagement and (iv) a final report two weeks before the end of the engagement.  
 
5. All reports shall be prepared in English and important elements of select reports shall 
be translated into Russian as advised by ADB and the government. 
 

http://www.adb.org/Documents/RRPs/?id=53161-001-3
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IV. EXPERTS REQUIRED 
 

6. The consultancy will be led by an international firm with preferably 10 years of experience 
delivering similar assignments or closely related assignments, preferably with broad experience 
across the Asia region (with regional experience in the Caucasus region or Eastern Europe being 
advantageous). In particular, the firm should be specialized in development of capital markets, 
pensions and insurance sectors with experience of working with public and private sector entities 
and global market experience. 
 
7. All international specialists will have a relevant academic degree and at least 7–10 years 
of relevant work and project experience in their field of expertise in several countries. Work 
experience in the region will be an advantage. They must demonstrate a deep understanding of 
issues and authority pertaining to their area of expertise, as well as strong analytical and 
leadership expertise in identifying strategic policy options and recommending reforms. Working 
knowledge of Uzbek and/or Russian languages would be an advantage. 
 
8. All national specialists will have a relevant academic degree and at least 5 years of 
relevant work and project experience. National specialists must demonstrate fluency in English, 
as evidenced by publications of relevant reports and/or articles, and strong writing skills in Uzbek 
and/or Russian. They must have a strong client focus, and excellent communication, team 
coordination and applied training skills. Experience with similar policy-based programs of ADB 
and/or other development partners will be an advantage. 
 
9. The technical proposal must include the specialists (identifying whether international or 
national) together with their respective curriculum vitae highlighting relevant experience, number 
of person-months required for each, and how these inputs will be allocated to achieve each 
deliverable. The estimated input includes 15 person-months of international and 6 person-months 
of national consultant inputs. Table 1 below shows the summary of specialists’ inputs. The 
consulting firm may propose some adjustments with justification.  
 

Table 1: Summary of Consultant Inputs 

Position         Person-Months 

A. International 
1. Team Leader         2.00 
2. Pensions Expert         2.50 
3. Pensions Legal and Regulatory Expert        1.50 
4. Insurance Legal and Regulatory Expert      3.00 
5. Capital Markets Infrastructure Experts      6.00 

Subtotal                  15.00 

B. National           
6. Legal and Regulatory Expert       1.00 
7. Insurance Expert          1.00 
8. Program Coordinator        1.00 
9. Systems Expert         3.00 

Subtotal         6.00 

Total                  21.00 

 
10. Team Leader and Program Coordinator (1 international and 1 national). The 
international team leader, whom maybe another key international expert on the project, will work 
closely with the ADB, Ministry of Finance (MOF), Insurance Market Development Agency (IMDA), 
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Uzbekistan Republican Stock Exchange (UZRSE) and Uzbekistan Central Securities Depository 
(UCSD) (referred to as project stakeholders in this TOR) and team of experts to maintain effective 
institutional coordination for the delivery of the TA and attaining the requisite second subprogram 
policy actions under the CMDS and its Road Map.  
 
11. Outputs: (i) Inception Report and (ii) regular Progress Reports at a frequency agreed with 
project stakeholders. 
 
12. The national program coordinator will monitor the progress with the project stakeholders 
the relevant market participants and other key stakeholders on the TA activities and administrative 
works including meeting and seminar/workshop arrangements as agreed with project 
stakeholders. The coordinator will follow-up on and collect relevant documents to evidence full 
compliance of the policy actions; review the submission of evidence against the ADB policy matrix 
and Uzbek legal/regulatory requirements; assist the consulting team with data requirements; 
provide inputs to regular progress reports; and undertake quality control review of any translations 
from Uzbek/Russian to English and visa-versa. 
 
13. Pensions Expert (1 international). The international pensions expert will assist the MOF 
to issue a policy on pensions that includes: (i) actuarial analysis of off-balance sheet pension fund 
and proposed universal pension with the objective of finding a contribution rate, which represents 
value for money and moving some of current payments to the universal pension; (ii) determining 
modalities of implementing defined contribution and employer sponsored pension plans for the 
government, its agencies and SOEs; and (iii) a robust process for cross-regulatory cooperation. 
The policy should also include a gender gap assessment of existing pension models to identify 
whether women are equitably benefiting and accessing.  
 
14. The expert will engage relevant market participants and other key stakeholders to assess 
the viability of any recommendation and approaches proposed.  
 
15. Outputs: Pensions Policy Paper (including defined contribution pension system). 
 
16. Pensions Legal and Regulatory Expert (1 international, 1 national). The international 
pensions legal and regulatory expert assisted by the national legal and regulatory expert with 
inputs from the international pensions expert will (i) assist the MOF to issue a policy on pensions 
assist the MOF that includes a review of legislation related to off-balance sheet pension fund and 
other government provided pensions and propose changes to the legislation as needed and (ii) 
draft investment rules for defined contribution and private pension schemes. The experts will 
consult relevant market participants and other key stakeholders in undertaking their tasks.  
 
17. Outputs: (i) inputs into Pensions Policy Paper (including defined contribution pension 
system) and (ii) Investment Rules for Defined Contribution and Private Pension Schemes. 
 
18. Insurance Legal and Regulatory Expert (1 international, 2 nationals). The international 
insurance legal and regulatory expert assisted by the national insurance expert and the national 
legal and regulatory expert shall assist the MOF/IMDA to issue policy on the insurance industry 
that covers (i) analysis of divesting governments’ ownership in state insurance companies; (ii) 
upgrading regulations to comply  with Insurance Core Principles developed by International 
Association of Insurance Supervisors; (iii) broadening investment mandates and (iv) a robust 
process for cross-regulatory cooperation.  
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19. The experts will also support the IMDA to issue and publish regulations and rules for the 
insurance industry to strengthen regulation and supervision of the insurance sector as per 
international standards and best practices. The regulations will (i) will be alignment with the main 
principles of insurance and standards of the International Association of Insurance Supervisors; 
(ii) consider development of certain regulations on the solvency of insurers in the industry of 
general insurance and life insurance; (iii) cater to development of certain regulations on insurance 
reserves of insurers in the general insurance and life insurance sectors; (iv) consider assessment 
of risks and opportunities, determination of the list of investment instruments and development of 
investment activities of insurance (reinsurance) organizations, including in the markets of 
mortgage, leasing and microfinance services, securities, etc.; (v) include the procedure for 
establishing an insurance pool, envisaging general conditions for organizing the work of the 
insurance pool, mechanisms for interaction between its members and their decision-making within 
the pool; and (vi) include a draft Government decision on the introduction of the “appointed actuary” 
institution, which provides for the creation of a separate position (full-time staff unit) of an actuary 
in insurance companies with direct subordination to the higher governing bodies of insurers, as 
well as the right of direct appeal to the authorized state body if signs of insolvency and violation 
of insurers' standards established by the authorized state body. The experts will engage relevant 
market participants and other key stakeholders to assess the viability of any recommendation and 
approaches proposed.  
 
20. Outputs: (i) Insurance Policy Paper and (ii) Insurance Regulations and Rules. 
 
21. Capital Markets Infrastructure Expert (2 internationals, 1 national). The international 
capital markets infrastructure experts assisted by the national systems expert shall support the 
MOF, UZRSE and UCSD in the enhancement of market infrastructure to cater for cross-platform 
linkages, involving new participants and catering to new products. The experts will provide 
detailed analysis and recommendations focusing on how to upgrade systems functionality and 
configuration to support (i) upcoming IPOs from the national plan to privatize major SOEs; (ii) the 
development of government bond secondary market through the linkage of its primary market 
auction system; (iii) other debt market products such as corporate bonds; (iv) transactions for 
collective investment instruments; (v) new financial instruments including hedging tools to 
increase both equity and debt capital market volume and participants; and (vi) capital markets 
infrastructure complying with DVP settlement rules. All recommendations shall be in line with 
IOSCO requirements or standards for market infrastructure. The experts will work closely with the 
current system vendors or any addition vendors the UZRSE or UCSD may have engaged in 
architecting the solutions to realize the tasks. The experts will provide an independent quality 
assurance role by reviewing any proposals and specifications (functional, non-functional and 
technical) for each of the mention areas provided by system vendors.  
 
22. Outputs: (i) Analysis and Recommendations on Infrastructure Enhancements and (ii) 
Quality Assurance Report of specifications (or change requests) by vendors to achieve 
recommendations. 

 
 


